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RUBERTELLI DESIGN
Limited edition lightings

Rubertelli Design fuses art and design to create unique lighting and furnishing complements. 
In a world of mass production, we try to return to a more artisanal
approach to design. Our limited edition of lighting and other products will add individuality 
and character to any environment.
Our products are made by high skilled Italian artisans who can transform any project into a 
unique and original piece of art. All our blown glass lamps are
made by our master glassblowers from Veneto, Italy, who make them without the use of 
moulds or industrial processes. For this reason, each piece can be slightly
different from each other and beautifully unique.
We can customise most of our existing products and also design and manufacture customised 
lights, lamps or complements for retailers, architects, interior designers
and private individuals according to a customer's particular design wishes. No project is too 
small for us.
Please contact us for prices and discounts to retailers or professionals.
Our aim is to use, as much as possible, simple and sustainable materials.
All our electric components are certified and made in Italy.



Stefano Rubertelli is a fine art painter, sculptor, and product designer taught at the 
Central St. Martins University of the Arts in London. His background in art now 
influences his design with a strong artistic element in addition to style and 
functionality.
Stefano Rubertelli is in close community with the art world from where he mostly 
draws inspiration. The result is the creation of products which stand out from the 
fashions and trends of the moment and become a work of art for everyday use.
Stefano made his debut as a design consultant for different Italian lighting design 
companies and packaging companies -- such as Matlight Milano and Tecnoform.
In 2010-2011, he was the London correspondent for the Italian art magazine, L’URLO.
In 2014 Rubertelli Design London was founded, a company that produces exclusive 
handmade lighting and offers design consultancy; in 2015 the first products were 
launched at Clerkenwell Design Week and the London Design Festival.



LAB 1

Pure and essential, the LAB 1 was created to enhance and support the beautiful 
tubular light bulb.

Sizes

Small: 13x13x38 cm  

Medium: 15x15x53 cm 

Colours 

Transparent glass/silver silky cabling
Light grey/silver silky cabling
Amber/copper silky cabling

Light bulb included

Customisable: sizes-glass colours-cabling colour



LAB 2

Minimal and elegant, the LAB 2 is designed to hold the large globe-shaped bulb that 
is supported by the lamp body without the use of any fasteners.

Sizes

Small: 12x12x40cm

Medium: 16x16x50 cm 

Colours

Transparent glass/silver silky cabling
Light grey glass/silver silky cabling
Fumè glass/silver silky cabling
Amber glass/copper silky cabling

Light bulb included

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



LAB 3

LAB 3 is designed to hold the globe-shaped light bulb at its apex. The shape of the 
lamp and its bulb are blending to create a single body.

Sizes 

Small: 12.5×12.5×40 cm H 47.5 with bulb

Medium: 16x16x50 cm H 57.5 with bulb

Colours

Transparent glass/silver silky cabling/chrome bulb
Light grey glass/silver silkycabling/chrome bulb
Fumè glass/silver silky cabling/chrome bulb
Amber glass/copper silky cabling/copper bulb

Light bulb included

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



LAB 4

LAB 4 is designed to hold the globe-shaped light bulb on its summit. The shape 
of the lamp and its bulb are blending creating a single body.

Sizes

S: 13x13x30 cm H 37.5 with bulb

M: 13x13x40 cm H 47.5 with bulb

L: 13x13x50 cm H 57.5 with bulb

Colours 

Transparent glass/silver silky cabling/chrome bulb
Light grey glass/silver silky cabling/chrome bulb
Fumè glass/grey silky cabling/chrome bulb
Amber glass/copper silky cabling/copper bulb

Light bulb included

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



LUMA

Elegant and vintage-style LUMA is a series of table lamps and pendants.

The LUMA pendant can be arranged alone or in a group of several with different 
elements.

Luma table light

Medium: 22x22x60 cm
Large: 32x32x55 cm

Luma Pendant

Small: 14x14x45 cm
Medium: 20x20x50 cm

Colours

Transparent glass/silver silky cabling
Light grey glass/silver silky cabling
Amber glass/copper silky cabling
Black glass/ black silky cabling

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



AMA

Elegant and sophisticated suspension lamp, AMA, is formed by a double body of
hand-blown glass.
It can be set on its own or in a group; perfect for the home and for public spaces such
as bars and restaurants.

AMA will soon also be available in floor and table versions.

Size

22x22x60 cm

Colours

Transparent/white diffuser/silver silky cabling
Light grey/white diffuser/silver silky cabling
Amber/white diffuser/copper silky cabling
Black/white diffuser/silver silky cabling

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



GILLY

Elegant and sophisticated blown glass pendant light, GILLY can be set on its own or 
in a group of several diverse elements.

Sizes 

Small: 13x13x38 cm

Medium: 13x13x38 cm

Large: 15x15x53 cm 

Colours
Transparent glass*/silver silky cabling
Light grey glass*/silver silky cabling
Black glass*/black silky cabling
Amber glass*/copper silky cabling
Green glass*/green silky cabling

*Plain or Gradient

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



Black Gradient Green Even Amber Even Amber Gradient

GILLY



MIKADO

The elegant and minimal suspension lamp MIKADO is an evergreen lampshade 
made of striped glass.
MIKADO can be installed alone or in a group of several varied elements. 
The choice of different lengths and diameters offers the possibility of creating 
infinite compositions for chandeliers, side pendant lights or bar counters.

Diameter 5 cm.

Lengths

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customizable: length-diameter-light source

30 cm. 
40 cm.
50 cm.



STILLA

STILLA is an original pendants series where the light bulb becomes part of the
lamp body completing its shape. Perfect alone or in a group of compositions.

Sizes

Large: 22x22x50 cm 

Small: 9x9x50 cm

Colours 

Acidato White/white silky cabling
Acidato Black/black silky cabling 

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



FLò

Elegant pendant light

Size

12x12x50cm

Colours

Black/black silky cabling
Transparent/silver silky cabling
Light grey/silver silky cabling
Amber/copper silky cabling

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



BLò

Elegant pendant light

Size

18x18x50cm

Colours 

Black/black silky cabling
Transparent/silver silky cabling
Light grey/silver silky cabling
Amber/copper silky cabling

Light bulb included

Single and multiple element ceiling roses available

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling





IRIDE series

This series of lamps, entirely made by hand, is an exceptional
decorative light that can be positioned between design and art; in fact
IRIDE was originally intended as a wall sculpture. For this reason, the
lamp is a very artistic and elegant decorative object and above all
different from any other wall lamp.

When turned on, the light is captured by its network of strings creating
a fascinating interplay of light and shadow that also gives it an
incredible depth effect.

IRIDE is produced entirely by hand and made to order. This artisan
approach makes each lamp a unique piece. For this reason, each piece
is numbered and each lamp is delivered with a certificate of
authenticity.



Standard dimensions:

40 cm Diameter 8-10 cm deepness
62 cm Diameter 8-12 cm deepness
94 cm Diameter 10-12 cm deepness
120 cm Diameter 10-14 cm deepness

Customisable sizes available on quotation. 

Available with sole warm white LED, or selectable RGBWW (all the colours + Warm White).
The selection of the light colours is controlled by a telephone application, to regulate the 
intensity, and access different functions like fading colour-changing and many others.
The ceiling version is supplied with a three-cable suspension system to be attached directly to 
the ceiling or with a white 40 cm diameter ceiling rose.. 

Natural Cotton twine or Rayon. 

IRIDE Wall Sculpture





Rubertelli Design and Ars Vivendi Group

COCCIOPESTO is a material already known by the 
ancient Romans and now revisited with new technologies, 
new elements and sophisticated pigments.
Ars Vivendi Group has specialized in the processing of 
polychrome terracotta and research on inlay techniques, a 
patent of the company to create products resistant to the 
use of time since 1987. This material is today as before, 
manually kneaded and shaped by the expert artisans of Ars 
Vivendi Group - currently the world's only producers using 
this ancient technique.



ANDROMEDA

ANDROMEDA is a luminous suspension sculpture created by the
fusion of the ancient "cocciopesto" technique with a minimal
design. Just like in the galaxy, from which it takes its name, the
material part of its lampshade seems to detach itself from its focal
center, represented by the light source, to expand into space.

Each ANDROMEDA is made to order and can be customized for
the choice of pigmentation or size. Each piece produced is a
unique piece.

Diameter 80 cm.

Suspension system with steel cabling with adjustable length..

Bulb included

Customisable: sizes-colours-cabling



……and more 





SIZE TRNSPARENT COLOR

S £ 348 £ 372
M £ 372 £ 396

LAB 1

LAB 2

LAB 3

LAB 4

S £ 408 £ 438-458
M £ 490 £ 530-560LUMA

PRICE LIST 2021

Table Lights

S £ 422 £ 468
M £ 452 £ 492

S £ 408 £ 444
M £ 432 £ 468

S £ 374 £ 392
M £ 384 £ 406
L £ 392 £ 418



GILLY

MIKADO

S £ 290 £ 336
M £ 380 £ 420STILLA

M £ 400 £ 420-450Flò

M £ 400 £ 420-450Blò

S £ 360 £ 396-432
M £ 396 £ 435-468
L £ 432 £ 468-495

SIZE TRANSPARENT COLOR

S £ 348 £ 384-424
M £ 384 £ 420-462

LUMA

M £ 432 £ 468-495AMA

S £ 310 -
M £ 335 -
L £ 360 -

PRICE LIST 2021

Pendant Lights



DIAMETER 12V RGB Warm White with Remote 
controller 

or Smart-phone App

12V Warm White Mains Dimmable

Rayon

40-42 cm £ 640 +£35
68-70 cm £ 1050 +£50

92cm £ 1560 +£75
100 cm £ 1660 +£85
120 cm £ 2300 +£125

130-135 cm £ 2550 +£150

IRIDE Pendant Light

40-42 cm £ 550 +£35
68-70 cm £ 950 +£50

92 cm £ 1420 +£75
100 cm £ 1520 +£85
120 cm £ 2100 +£125

130-135 cm £ 2350 +£150

IRIDE Wall Light 

PRICE LIST 2021

Sculptural

ANDDROMEDA 
DIAMETER LED globe light bulb

80  Cm £1440                    
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